LES-OTTOMANS

Each fabric, texture, tone of Les-Ottomans home collection is the result of a choice that defines the uniqueness of a style. East and West blend in the pieces of a collection where pillows, towels, scarves, carpets are declined into a very large proposal, leaving room for personal creativity and taste of each one of us. Les-Ottomas is primarily a fashion proposal that allows everyone to sign in their own way the everyday space through the exoticism of the Bosphorus and the charm of the Turkish baths.

WHO I AM

It all began from my passion and my love for Turkey. This page and the choice of presenting these products are the reflection of many years of travel to the discovery of this country. I decided to share with you some of my Turkish “pleasures”, rich, useful, elegant and functional. I hope you will appreciate them as much as I do.
Velvet
Silk
Ceramic Plates

CPV 134 Ø 17 cm
CPV 134 Ø 28 cm
CPV 134 Ø 25 cm

CPS 89 Ø 17 cm
CPS 89 Ø 28 cm
CPS 89 Ø 25 cm

CPS123 Ø 17 cm
CPS123 Ø 28 cm
CPS123 Ø 25 cm

CPS 76 Ø 17 cm
CPS 76 Ø 28 cm
CPS 76 Ø 25 cm

CPS 104 Ø 17 cm
CPS 104 Ø 28 cm
CPS 104 Ø 25 cm
Glass Plates

GP134 Ø 28 cm
GP123 Ø 28 cm
GP89 Ø 28 cm
GP91 Ø 28 cm
GP01 Ø 28 cm
GP88 Ø 28 cm

Ceramim Plates / Marmo

CPM 1
CPM 2
CPM 3
CPM 4

Enamel Plates / Marmo

MBE 20 deep plate
MBE 26 deep plate
MBK 20 deep plate
MBK 26 deep plate
MBG 20 deep plate
MBG 26 deep plate
Enamel Plates / Ebru

EBK 21 fruit plate
EBK 23 dinner plate
EBK 26 dinner plate
EBK 32 plate
EBE 21 fruit plate
EBE 23 dinner plate
EBE 26 dinner plate
EBE 32 plate
EBG 21 fruit plate
EBG 23 dinner plate
EBG 26 dinner plate
EBG 32 plate
MUBK
MUBE
MUBG

Enamel Plates / Basic Collection

BASB 21 fruit plate
BASB 23 dinner plate
BASB 26 dinner plate
BAST 21 fruit plate
BAST 23 dinner plate
BAST 26 dinner plate
BASP 21 fruit plate
BASP 23 dinner plate
BASP 26 dinner plate
BASR 21 fruit plate
BASR 23 dinner plate
BASR 26 dinner plate

BCB black
BCT turquoise
BCP petrol
BCR red
The Sultan Series

SUL01 Ø 28 cm
SUL02 Ø 28 cm
SUL03 Ø 28 cm
SUL04 Ø 28 cm
SUL05 Ø 28 cm
SUL06 Ø 28 cm
SUL07 Ø 28 cm
SUL08 Ø 28 cm
SUL09 Ø 28 cm
SUL10 Ø 28 cm
SUL11 Ø 28 cm
SUL12 Ø 28 cm
SULTAN Ø 18 cm (x9)
SERVOMUTO are graphic designer Alessandro Poli and architect Francesca De Giorgi, who together, have been designing and producing lampshades since 2007. The duo is inspired by vintage forms re-searched from an archive that dates back more than 50 years, they then re-interpret the old style of lampshades adding unusual trimmings to salvaged materials such as army blankets, old velvet theatre curtains or screenprint fabrics with innovative and provocative images commisioned from artists with whom they collaborate.
Originally born in Puglia, Vito Nesta graduates in Interior Design in Florence. Designer, art director, interior decorator and craftsman, Vito Nesta is animated by an enormous curiosity for all kind of foreign cultures. Journey is the constant of his training. He’s always in search of images suspended between design and craftwork, which he perceives as an wise practical method and the very soul of creativity.

he is collaborating, among others, with Riva 1920, Karpeta, Texturae, Roche Bobois, Bagutta and Cadriano.
**MARCANTONIO RAIMONDI MALERBA**

Marcantonio Raimondi Malerba loves to think of his works as a direct continuation of what he used to do when he was a child, playing with everything he found, creating what his mind imagined. Nowadays he takes ideas from the same sources he had while playing, daydreaming with everything normally surrounding him.

«I never give up irony; irony is a serious matter. If a good idea is even fun, I cannot resist to realize it.»

**MARCO PARMEGGIANI**

Marco Parmeggiani has long been immersed in the worlds of art and architecture, with art and architectural degrees from both Polytechnic University and Brera Academy of Milan he is the founder and owner of the Studio Parmeggiani branches in Milan and New York. Marco is known for integrating eclectic artistic elements with his appreciation of mid-century Italian style. His works for Brioni, Flexform, Chopard, Nilufar, Dilmos, Ercole Home, Alexander McQueen, have been published in the most renowned publications around the world, including AD, BH Magazine, Ikones, Vogue, Posh.
FABIO TARGHINI

Coming from a family of textile artisans I was able to convey my passion for textile into craftsmanship. I have a deep connection with the world of knitting linked to the design, my personal field of experimentation, which over the years have managed to translate through a series of design pieces working and collaborating with different studios and companies.

The Jellyfish Stool
Cotton Towels

BS BLACK
BS RED
HAND PRINTED
BS TURQUOISE
BS BLUE
HAND PRINTED
M GREY
W GREY
HAND PRINTED
M RED
W RED
HAND PRINTED

Linen and Silk Throws

STRDARK
STRCOLOR
CHEVRED
CHEVBURGUNDY
CHEVBLUE

Futon

All the futon can be custom made
Rugs

All the rugs can be custom made and created with your own design.
Shoes

Ikat and velvet espadrillas hand made in Italy

Bags

Ikat and velvet espadrillas hand made in Italy